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A New Auto-tuning Design

Karl Johan .A,ström
Department of Automatic Control, Lund Institute of Technology, Lund, Sweden

Tore Hägglund
SattControl fnstruments, Lund, Sweden

Abstrøct. The simple relay auto-tuners are based on the idea that the ultimate gain aird the
ultimate period can be determined from a simpie relay feedback experiment. This tuning principle
has proven very successful in practical industrial applications. This paper proposes a new tuning
method which is also based on a relay feedback experiment. A new method to process the data from
the experiment gives a sampled data model. Many different analog and digital design methods can
be applied to the model including dead-time compensation, pole placement etc. The methocl also
ofiers interesting possibilities to determine the process time delay and to v¿lidate the modei, The
method is also ideally suited for pre-tuning of mo¡e complicated adaptive algorithms. The paper
desc¡ibes the basic idea and gives se,ine examples,

Keyword,s: Auto-tuning; dead-time compensa.tion; relay oscillations.

1. fntroduction

In spite of many advances in control theory simple regula-
tors of the PID type are still widely used. See Deshpande
and Ash (1981) and McMillan (1981). Signiûcant efiorrs
have lately been devoted to provide automatic tuning of
such regulators, 6ee e.g., Bristol (1gZ?) and Åström and
Hägglund (1988). A new method for automatic tuning of
simple regulators was introduced in Åström and IÏägglund
(198aa). The idea was to determine the c¡itical period and
the c¡itical gain from a simple relay feedback experiment
and to use Ziegler-Nichols type of control design methods
to find the parameters of PID regulators. Several ind.ust¡ial
products based on this idea are now ar¡¿ilable on the mar-
kct, see .Ã.ström and Hägglund (1988). The scheme <ioes,
however; inherit the fundamental limitations of the Ziegler
Nichols designs. The underlying difficulty being that the
design is based on knowledge ôf only one point of the
Nyquist curve of the open loop system. The consequences
of this are analyzed in Ästtöm and Hägglund (19g4b) and

- Häggtund and r4,st¡öm (1985) where ãme ,àmedies are
also suggested.

A different approach to the problem is taken in this
paper. The idea is to still use the relay feedback experi-
ment to obtain the process knowledge required. Instead of
only using the amplitude and the period of the Õscillation
we will however now also use the shape of the oscillation
under feedback control. A new technique for estimating a
process model based on the wave-form of the oscillation is
proposed. This is described in Section 2. Many difrerent
methods can be used for the control design. A si:uple pole
plácement ¡uethod is given in Section B. This allows test
ofthe idea. It can be expected to outperform conventional
PID designs because the response speed is easily adjusted.
and it can also handle systems with time-delays. There are
several interesting practical aspects of the scheme. One is
that it is possible to adjust the input filtering with re-
spect to the closed loop bandwidth. The other is that the
model can be v¿lidated based on properties of the wave-
form. An ala¡m can then be generated if the model is not
proper with respect to the specifications. This is discussed
in Section 4.

2. Parameter Estimation

To design digital control laws it is necessary to know the
sampling period and a discrete time process model. To de-
termine a process model experimentally a sampling period
is first chosen, perturbation signals are then int¡oduced
and the process model is then obtained using some param-
eter estimatioa method. In self-tuning cont¡ol the pertur-
ba,tions are generated by the conventional feedback and
the parameters a¡e estimated recursively. The sampling
period is a crucial parameter both in conventional param-
eter estimation and in adaptive control. prior knowledge
about the time-scale of the process and the closed loop sys-
tem are required to determine the sampling period. This
f¿ct has for a long time been a stumbling block for auto-
matic modeling and adaptive control.

An interesting tuning method which bypasses the
difficulties discussed above was proposed in .Å,st¡öm an<l
Hägglund (1984a). The idea is that most plants will exhibit
a periodic oscillation under relay feedback. The amplitude
and the period of the oscillation can then be used to tune
a regulator based on conventional Ziegler-Nichols type
designs.

The tuning methods discussed in .Â,ström and Hägg-
lund (1984a) are only based on knowledge of the ampli-
tude and the period of the oscillation. We will here show
that conventional sampled data models can be determined
using the wave-form of the oscillation.

The starting point is that a relay feedback experiment
in stationarity giveç periodic input output signals as shown
in Figure 1. The period of the oeóill¿tion is approximately
the ultimate period under proportional feedback, This
period can be used as a basis for selecting the sampling
period. Assume that v/e choose 2rt' samplings per period.,
Since the signals are periodic, it is sufficient to consider a
half-period. The input signal is then given by

U1uO =Ll,n=\ (i)

Without loss of geaerality it has been assumed that the
reiay gives an output with unit amplitude. The output
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Figure 1. Input and output signals obt¿ined
f¡om an experiment with relay feedback,

signal is given by
go¡lt¡. ' ,!n (2)

A standard input-output model for a linear system can be
written as

4ùu(Ð = B(q)u(k) (3)

lMhere ,4(q) and .B(q) are polynomials in the forward shifr
operator with

d - deg.4 - deg ,B

The estimation problem is thus to determine the model
(l) from the data (1) and (2). A simple scheme for doing
this wilì now be developed. First observe that in steady
state the Z-transforms of the signals (1) and (2) can be
written as

Ex¡.Ir¡prp 1

Consider the process model

e(¿ + 1) - o.s(t) { ô1ø(t) + bzu(t - L) (5)

which corresponds to sampling of a first order system with
a time-delay less than one sampling period. In this case wc
have

A(z)=z(z-a)
B(z)=\z!b2

The model has 3 parameters. To determine these it is
thus necessary to have n I 3. For z = 3 the equation
(4) becomes

z(z-a)(g723 +yzzz -yoz)+z(úz+br)(rt +"2 +")
: z(23 + 1)(co, * sr)

It follows immediately that 91 = 0 and the equation then
reduces to

(z-ø)(y722 ¡s2z-yo)+(btzlb2)(22 +z*L) - øo("s ¡t¡
Equatiug coefficieuts of equal powers of z we get 4 equa_
tions to determine the unknowns o,, b1, b2, and 96. These
equations are

yr+ö1=go

-aAt+AzIh *bz =0
-aAz-Vo*br*åz:0

ago *bz - 9o

The equations have a solution if y I 92. It is given by

lo*yza= _
a7-92

br= * u2, * aou * aoaz * ataz
2(at - s,

bz= + al + u2, * uovt - aoaz - ata2
u-az)

rrt_\_ zolzn-7¡...2 E(")
z* +l zn +L

udzn + zn*t *. -'* ua¡n-12Y(z) = +

The particular representation of the Z-transform of the
periodic function g is chosen to be causally compatible
with the model (3). Notice also that

Unlk = -!h

It follows from equation (3) that

y(,) - "#uUr-ffi

, Qþ)-M
or

A(z)D(z) ¡ "¿a1"¡øqr¡ = z¿(zn + t)e(z) (4)

'Ihis is an equation for dete¡mining the polynomiala A, B,
and Q. Equating coefficients of equal powers of z we get
rz * deg .4 * 1 linear equations to determine the coeffñcients
in the model. The number of unknown parameters in
the polynomials A, B, and Q ie Sdeg(,4) - 2d, * 2, To
determine these parametere, it is therefore neceesary to
have r¿ ) 2(N - d)* 1. In the case n> Z(N - d) * 1, the
number of equations is larger than the number of unknown
parameters. It is the¡efore suggested to use some kind
of minimization technique to determine the parameters
in this case. It is thus straightforward to dete¡mine the
coefficients of the process model (3) f¡om the wave-form
go,Y7,...rV¿ of the periodic solution. The procedure is
illustrated by some examples:

^ _ a3 +a? +aZ Iaoyt *you2 - araz- 2(st - az)

tl
In Example 1 it was assumed that the time delay was less
than one sampling period. We will now consider a problem
where the time delay is between one and two sàmpling
periods.

where the polynomial Q(z) corresponds to initial condi-
tions which give the steady state periodic output. Intro-

' ducing tiie expressions for Y(z) aú. U(z) above we get
EXAMPLE 2

Consider a first order system where the time delay is
between one and two sampling inte¡vals. The sampled
model of such a system is

s(¿ + 1) - o.a(t) + bß(t - t) + b2u(t _ 2) (6)

In this case we have

A(") - z2 (z - a)

B(z)=\z!b2

The equation (4) becomes

z2(z -a)(g22" +go", -1¡z) +,2çq"]-br)(rt +,2 +,)
= z(23 + ÐGoz t u)

It follows immediately that q1 = 0 and the equation then
reduces to

(z-ø)(s222 laoz-yt)+(btz4-b2)(22 4241) = q6(23 a1)



Equating coefficients of equal powers of z v¡e get 4 equa-
tions to determine the unknowns a,b1,b2, and g¡. These
equations are

y2+bt=qo

-øA2+Uo*ór*bz=0
. -alo-Ut*b1*ôz=0

aa+bz - qo

The equations have a solution if gs I -gz, lt is given by

yr-vo
Ao+A2

A dead-beat observer is used in all the examples. A
more robust design is obtained by choosing observer poles
that are removed f¡om the origin, e.g., at z = 0.2, see
Lennartson (1987).

3. Control Design
'When 

a process model of the form (3) is av¿ilable the¡e are
many design methods that can be used to obtain a cont¡ol
law. A pole placement design where natural frequency ur
and relative damping ( of the dominant poles are specified
is, e.9., one alte¡native. The design parameters can be cho-
sen automatically. Parameter ( can be fixed and frequency
r¿ can be chosen as u = 2r f T" for systems with low orde¡
dynamics. For systems with a large pole excess this v-¿lue
oft; is, however, too latge. It is better to reduce o by a fac-
tor of two, In those cases where r¿ is reduced we may also
consider to make a new experimetrt at a lower frequency.
Otherwise the input sigoal is not ideal for the parameter
estimation, see r4.ström and Wittenmark (1g8a). This de-
sign will now be determined for the systems in Examples
1, 2, and 3.

Ex,q,MpLE 4
Conside¡ the system (5) obtained in Example 1, i.e.,

A(z)-z(z_ø)
B(z)=b1zlb2

Assume that the desired closed loop characteristic poly_
no-ial is given by

,2 p1"¡ = z2 (22 * ptz * pz)

where

p1 = -)s-coh ,"" (ernt/t _ ç)

Pz = e-2C-h

This correaponds to a second order response with relative
damping ( and frequency r,r. To obtain a pole placement
design with integral action we have to solve the Diophan_
tine equation

A(z)(z - 1)nr (z) + B (z) S (z) - .2 n1z¡

It is straightforwa¡d to find the following minimal degree
solution

R(z)=(z-1)(zl11)
S(z)-soz2+stz

where

, _ y3 +y? - sZ - vost -louz *staz' z(yo * yz)

bz= v3-a? + y2z*gou*loyz*ugz
z(yo * uz)

s3 + a? + uZ - aoh + soyz + yß2
z(so * yz)

E
In Example 2 it was aseumed that the time deìay was less
than one sampling period, We will now consider a problem
where the time delay is between one and two sampling
periods.

EXAMPLE 3
Consider a first order system where the time delay is
betweeu two and three sampling intervals. The sampled
model of such a system is

s(t + 1) - øy(t) ¡ b1 ø(t - 2) * bzu(t - t) (7)

in this case we have

A(z) = z3 (z - ø)

B(z)=fu2{b2

ilhe modei has 3 parameters. To determirre these it is thus
rrecessary to have r¿ ) 3. The equation (4) becomes

z3 (z - a'¡(gszt - ar." - vzz) + 
"3 76t ¡ b")(r3 + 

"2 + r)

= 23(23 -l- 1)(coz * qr)

It foliows immediately that q1 = 0 and the equation then
reduces to

(z-a)(-sszz -y1z-g2)¡(b1z*bz)(22 +z+t) = so(r, +t)
Equating coefficients of ðqual powers of z we get 4 equa-
tions to determine the unknowns ø, b1, b2, aná 96. These
equations are

-go+ôt=qo
aAo-At*ór*bz=0
øyt-y2tôr*óz=0

. 
og2 +bz = qo

The equations have a solution if go * gr. It is given by

Ar+yz
yo-gr

år= v3-ú- v3-aola*yoaz*atuz
z(yo - u)

bz= -s& - * goyr * uoy2 - yra2

z(yo - u)
* yoyt * gogz * ytyz

ø
31 =-a-L

bz
?1 = --Ala

The control law is then given by

u(t) - tsy..¡ - .rog(¿) - s1y(t _ h)

* (r - r1)u(t _ h) + rß(t _ 2h)

where
fo=so*sr

qo

1so=:-
I-e (

(

P(1)
B(1)
P(1)
B(1)

-ø
P(")
B(") )

P(")
B(") )

+

s3

2
qo

- vr)



EXAMPLE 5
Consider the system (6) obtained in Example 2, i.e,,

A(") - z2 (z - a)

B(z)=b1z{b2
Assume that the desi¡ed closed loop characteristic poly_
nomial is given by

za p(27 - za(22 ¡ p1z ¡ p2)

with p1 and p2 as before, To obtain a pole placement de_
sign witÀ integral action ¡¡¡e have to solve the Diophantine
equation

A(z)(z - 1)iBr (z) + B(z)S(z) = za p(z)

It is straightforward to find the following minimal degree
solution

B1(z)= z2r1z¡12

S(z)=ssz!¡srrz
where

ðo 
- 

-

l-a
a

31 =- ø-L
b2rz=--sl
a

Lla bt b"rt =: 

-'r2- 

-:St - -lg¡o,o,a
The cont¡ol law is then given by

u(t) - tsy,., - soy(t) - "*(t- ¿) + (r _ r1)u(t _ h)
* ("t - r2)u(t - zh) + rzu{t - Jh)

where (8)

úo=so*sr
tr

EXAMPLE 6
Coneider the system (7) obtained in Example J, i.e.,

A(r) = z3 (z - ø)

B(z)=\z{b2

Assume that the desired closed loop characteristic poly-
nomial is given by

t6 p(r) = 26.(22 I ptz * pz)

-with p1 and p2 as before. To obtain a pole placement de-
iign with integral action we have to solve thã Diophantine
equation

A(z)(z - 1)-Rr (z) * B(z)S (z) = z6 nþ)
The degree solution is given by

h(r)- z3 +rtz2 !r2zlrs
S(z)=ssr4a"1z3

where

The control law is then given by

u(t) - tss""¡ - soy(r) - s¡y(t - h)

* (1 - 11 )ø(t - ñ.) * (r1 - r2)u(t - zn)
* (", - r3)u(t - g¡¿) + 13u(¿ - 4t¿)

where
to=so*sr

It is now straightforward to obtain a tuning Oro"*uÏ
as follows:

Arconlts¡r,r 1
Step L Run a relay feedback experiment.
Step 2, Determine the model parameters f¡om the wave_
fo¡m as expressed by (5), (6), and (Z).
Step 3, Compute the regulator parameters from the
equations given in this section. n
Rem¿¡k Since the time delay is not known, it will be
estimated from the position of the maximum point of the
wave-form, If the system has the transfer function

otL
G(a)= o;* (e)

then the maximum of the output appears .L time units
after a switch in the input. With high order dynamics the
maximum will typically occur earlier. The maximum of
the output can be used to estimate the time delay in the
following way. Let ú-o, be the distance from the 

"rå.u-u-of the output to the previous switch of the input. The value
of d should then be chosen so that

' ¡ 
Ú-o-a- 

h

where I¿ is the sampling period.
There are several rela,tions which can be used for

model rr¿lidation. It follows from the calculatioas in Ex_
amples 1, 2, and 3 that

ala2a3 = -1
'Where ø1, ¿2 and ø3 are the par¿meters ¿ obtained in
the different calculations. The expression implies that one
of the ¿i:e always is positive. This means ihat only two
models are reasonable. This can also help in determination
of the time delay.

The parameters b] satisfy the following relations:

o| = LJ sz-6t
ao *yz '

bl = !!--s2- bLYo+h'
t1=Yo*uz utgo-at'

Also notice that a proper model must have positive b¿
parameters,

Lack of Identiffability
The output of the system is close to sinusoidal for certain
processes. This may happen when the transfer function
falls off rapidly with increasing frequency. In such a case
it is not possible to dete¡mine mo¡e than two parameters
in a model. ìMhen th¡ee amplitude values are used, as
in Examples 1, 2, and 3, it is easy to verify that the
amplitudes are related through

Uo-Ar*Yz=0

(ffi-''#,)
I PO) P(ø)\
t:-a -'l
\ .B(r) B(a) /

1
.90:-- I-a

o
ðt 

- 

-

o-l
bz

( !9 -or 
P("))

\ B(1) B(") )
('9 -oz 

P(")\
\B(1) B(") )

13=--gl
a

_ l+a bt b2
12 -_ 

- 

13 - 
_Jl _ :A0øoa

_ (1+@) 1 ör1l = 

-î2-- 

-Tg - --:AOa,&ø



Table 1
delay.

Parameters of models having different Output and set point

20

Control signal

20

d, a, blb2kTL

-3.59
0.128
0.554

-2.16
0.586
0.202

2.0
1.0

4.3
t.4

3.6
4.7

Based on thie relation it is eaey to develop a criterion that
tells if the results are reliable. It may, e.g., t4 required
that the qriantity

^ _ lso -yt+y2lo=ffi (10)

is sufficiently large. If the test quantity is too small the
additional information can be derived from the process
gain that can be determined from a static experiment,

4. An Example

To illustrate the design procedure we will show the results
when it is applied to a process with the transfe¡ function

c(") - ,' 'oi,=' (s*1)2

The-results of a relay experiment with the process ie shown
in Fìgure 1. The relay amplitude was 1 and. the hystereeis
level 0.1. With six samples per period we get

9o = -0.106
Yt = 0.782

Y2 = 0.956

The reason why go is slightly less than _0,1 is because
of, the sampling. The crite¡ion (10) becomes a = 0.02,
which means that there is a reasonable contcût of higher
harmonics in the output. Calculation of the parameters of
a first órder model gives the results shown in Table L.
The model for d - L can immediately be excluded since
the p-arameter ø is negative. To choosã arnong the models
we also compute the parameters iu the moJei (g), that
corresponds to the discrete time system (5), (6j, ãr (Z).
These parameters are givén by

Figure 2. Response of the closed loop system
obtained when the design procedure is applied
to a system with the transfer function G(s) =
e-4' / (s ¡ t)2 .

1 -6.112 0.636
3 0.257

0.5

1.5

0.5

40 60

60

80

80

r00

'1000 40

' bt*bz
L_o.

î- h

lno

L = hd'a 2' ¡t @ör * ôz

btJ.bz

The numerical v¿lues are given in Table 1. The maximum
of the waveform in the relay experiment occure 4 s after
tl'.e input cha.nge. Since the sampling period is 1.g4 s,
w,: get t-or/h = 2. The model with d-- 2 is the¡efore
chosen. If the undamped closed loop frequency is chosen to
correspond to the period of the relay oscillation and if the
relative rìamping is epecified to ( = 0.20? the control law
is given by (8). This regulator can be interpreted as a pI
controller v/ith dead-time compensation. TL. parameters
are

ro = 0.925 
"2 = 0.665

sr = -0.232 rs = 0.1g2
1l = 0.553

Disregarding the dead-time compensation the regulator
has an equiwalent integration time ?¡ = 2.6. This can be
compared with the v¿lues /c = 0.28 and ?} = 1.g, which
are obtained by a dominant pole design of a pID regulator,
see .A.ström and Hägglund (198g). Íigrl.. Z ,to*, to*
the closed loop system responds to com¡oauds and load
disturbance¡, The controller gives good performance both
with respect to com¡nand following anðload distu¡bance
rejection.

5. Practical Aspects

There are many practical aspects of the regulator that are
similar to the conve¡tiotal auto-tuner. Itls useful to in_
troduce hysteresis in the relay to avoid chattering. The
hysteresis amplitude can be dete¡mined by measurùg the
noise level in steady state. The relay amplitude can be
adjusted to avoid too large deviations during the relay ex_
periment. The criterion (fO) can also be used to influence
the hysteresis. If (10) is too low the hysteresis should be
increased,

Proper signal conditioning is very important for good
control. For digital control laws it is particularly important
to have good anti-aliasing filters. See e.g., .A,st¡öm and
Wittenmark (1984). Since this filter will depend on the
sampling period it is normally difficult to make a good. øpriori choice. \ryith the design procedure proposed in this
paper the samplìng period is determined automatically. It
is then possible to match also the antialiasing filter to the
particular conditions.

- If the sampling period is l¿ then the Nyquist frequency
is rf h rad.f s. Assuming that we a.e usini å sccond orcler
Butterworth filter, to obtain a gain reductiol of 16 at
the Nyquiet frequency the filter bandwidth should then
be chosen as.r/(4a).

The fotlowing procedure is used to obtain a fllter
whose bandwidth is easily adjusted. Select a high sampling
rate and an appropriate analog prefilter. Then i-Flement
a digital filter which does the additional filtering required
and sample the output of this filter with periodl. In this
way it is easy to obtain the appropriatà filtering. It is
probably also a good idea to repeat the relay experiment
with the digital prefilter in the loop.

- Based o¡l some preliminary experiments it is expected
that this form of adaptive prefiItering will substantially
improve the qualìty of the control.



6. Conclusions

This paper proposes a simple method for tuning digital
control laws directly. It is believed that these methods
are. superior to the techniques based on continuoue time
PID algorithms for the following rea.sons: There ¿¡e fewer
approximations involved, because a discrete time model
is fitted directly. The information about the full wave-
fo¡m is used, not only amplitude and frequency, It is also
easy to include an adjustment of the response rate in the
system simply by letting the operator choose ( and ø. The
algorithm can also cope $'ith systems having time delays.
The algorithm also allows adaptive prefiltering,

Extensive simulation has shown that the method
works very well for low order systems with time delay,
This can of cou¡se be expected. For system with a large
pole excess the direct approach does not work so well.
The¡e are several reasons for tbis. The output signal is
almost sinusoidal which means that only two parameters
can be determined. It is however possible to arrange the
relay experiment so that the steady state gain can also be
determined. The model (9) can then be determined.
. There ate some key design issues to be explored fur-
ther. A major issue is the model complexity rtrluired. It
is our guess rirat the simple model used in the examples
will go a long way. It is a good idea to int¡od.uce some
observer dynamics. This may be chosen as a function of
the noise level. A design based on predictive control may
also be considered.

Apart from uses as a PID regulator the algorithm is
also ideally suited fo¡ initialization of adaptive regulators.
h¡ this case the initialization is executed under tight
fer:dback conditions. The algorithm gives initial parameter
estimates as v\¡e[ as estimates of sampling periods as Ìr,ell
as an est.imate of the achiev¿ble bandwidth.
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